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Introduction

¨CEPA – Canada’s primary federal law for 
addressing environmental and human health 
impacts of industrial chemicals 

¨Last amended by Parliament – 1999
¨Bill S-5 introduced in Senate – Feb. 2022 –

Senate Amendments passed June 2022
¨Fall 2022 – House of Commons to consider 

Bill S-5 as passed by Senate
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Industrial Chemicals Globally 
¨ 2019 UNEP report - doubling of global chemicals 

market between 2017 and 2030 will increase 
global chemical releases and exposures; burden of 
disease from chemicals particularly high for 
vulnerable populations

¨ 2022 EST study – 50-fold increase in chemical 
production since 1950; will triple again by 2050; 
pace greater than governments can address; need 
cap on chemical production/release similar to cap 
on carbon emissions 



Situation in Canada - Nationally

¨Nationally for the 2006-2020 period, while 
federal requirements reduced by millions of 
kilograms on-site air releases of 32 known 
or suspected cancer-causing agents, on-site 
disposal and land releases of the same 
chemicals increased by tens of millions of 
kilograms over the same period
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Situation at Provincial Level

¨ 2006-2020 period for same 32 substances:
¨Quebec – on-site air releases – 55% 

decrease; on-site disposal and land releases 
– 234% increase

¨British Columbia – on-site air releases –
48% decrease; on-site disposal and land 
releases – 186% increase
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Selected Chemicals - Arsenic

¨ 2006-2020 period:
¨Nationally – 67% decrease in on-site air 

releases; 406% increase in on-site disposal 
and land releases

¨Quebec – 8% decrease in on-site air 
releases; 1967% increase in on-site disposal 
and land releases
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What to Take From the Data?

¨Moving carcinogens from one 
environmental pathway (air) to another 
(land) does not represent progress in 
protecting human health and the 
environment

¨ It merely represents putting a different part 
of the environment and a different group of 
people at risk 
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Situation in Indigenous 
Communities

¨ Indigenous representatives testifying before 
2016 Standing House Committee on CEPA 
reported their monitoring data showed 
increasing levels of CEPA Schedule 1 toxic 
substances (mercury, lead, cadmium, 
chromium, polycyclic aromatic 
hydrocarbons) in traditional foods (e.g. fish, 
moose) 
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Bill S-5: Leading Edge or 
Business as Usual? 

¨Great expectations for CEPA to transition to 
more robust regime given global chemicals 
trends

¨Unmet needs have been accumulating for 2 
decades since CEPA last amended; 6 years 
since Standing Committee hearings 
reviewed/reported on CEPA reform needs

¨Does Bill S-5, as passed by the Senate of 
Canada in June 2022, deliver?
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Environmental Community View 
of Unmet Needs in CEPA

¨ Control endocrine disrupting substances
¨ Protect vulnerable populations from toxic 

substances
¨ Substitute safer alternatives to toxic substances
¨ Establish enforceable national ambient air quality 

standards
¨ Recognize right to healthy environment and 

authorize civil enforcement of the Act by the 
public in the courts
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Bill S-5 Emphasis

¨Focus on highest risk toxic substances but 
eliminates Act’s virtual elimination regime 
which government viewed as duplicative 
and unworkable

¨Limited Recognition of Right to a Healthy 
Environment

¨Considers vulnerable populations, 
cumulative effects, endocrine disrupting 
substances



Concerns with Bill S-5: Changes 
to Schedule 1 of CEPA

¨Sch. 1 no longer to be identified as list of 
“toxic substances” 

¨S-5 divides Sch. into two Parts; placing 
small number of chemicals in new Part 1 
(19) - only these may be prohibited from 
Canadian commerce; 

¨Most Sch. 1 chemicals to be in new Part 2 
(132) and not subject to prohibition;

¨Two-tiered approach risks Act’s 
constitutionality 12



Pollution Prevention Planning 
Still Discretionary

¨Minister still not required to compel persons 
to create pollution prevention plans (PPP) 
for every substance in Sch. 1

¨Since 2000, only one-sixth of Sch. 1 toxic 
substances have a PPP (25 out of 150)

¨At the rate of 25 substances every 20 years 
it will take Canada well into 22nd century to 
impose PPP on existing Sch. 1 chemicals, 
let alone those added over next 80+ years
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Pollution Abatement is Not 
Pollution Prevention 

¨PPP is about stemming creation and use of 
toxic substances

¨Pollution abatement is about controlling 
releases, emissions, discharges

¨Canada has allowed industry to use 
pollution abatement as a substitute for PPP 
majority of time a PPP has been prepared 
under CEPA

¨Some substances subject to PPP have still 
seen their emissions increase 14
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Bill S-5 Repeals Virtual 
Elimination Authority

¨Authority for virtual elimination of toxic 
substances under CEPA to be repealed 

¨ “Failure” of virtual elimination authority 
due to federal government wanting to 
reduce releases of toxic substances instead 
of eliminating their generation and use

¨Government’s substitute approach of using 
existing prohibition regulations has in fact  
permitted uses of toxics to continue in 
commerce and industry



Substitution of Safer Alternatives 
Not Central Focus of Bill S-5
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¨Few references to alternatives in Bill
¨Only 19 substances (Sch. 1, Part 1) eligible 

for substitution under Bill S-5 = 13% of all 
toxic substances in Sch. 1

¨ 87% of toxic substances in Sch. 1 (i.e. those 
in Part 2) are not – these only subject to 
PPP (and as PPP regime has been applied 
by government they’re generally only 
subject to pollution abatement)



Recognizing Right to Healthy 
Environment But No Remedy

¨Bill S-5 proposes a RTHE but with caveats 
(e.g. subject to “reasonable limits” based on 
economic and other factors)

¨Existing citizen suit remedy in CEPA not 
used in over 20 years because too many 
procedural barriers to its use in Act

¨Government does not propose removal of 
these barriers so RTHE may not be 
enforceable – a concern shared by Senate 
committee that reviewed Bill S-5
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Lack of Mandatory Testing
¨Bill S-5 authorizes collection of data on 

whether a substance an endocrine disruptor; 
Bill also authorizes Minister to consider 
available information on vulnerable 
populations and cumulative effects of a 
potential toxic substance

¨ In none of these cases does Bill direct 
Minister to require testing by industry when 
there are information gaps on whether 
substance toxic – a concern also shared by 
Senate committee that reviewed Bill S-5
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Ambient Air Quality Problems 
Posed by Toxics Not Addressed 
¨Several Sch.1 toxic substances pose 

national ambient air quality environmental / 
health problems (e.g. lead)

¨ 2017 Standing Committee report on CEPA 
recommended government develop legally 
binding and enforceable national air quality 
standards in consultation with provinces and 
other stakeholders    

¨Bill S-5 silent on this issue
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What Should Be Done?
¨CELA September 2022 submissions to 

House Standing Environment Committee 
set out broad range of recommendations:

¨Restore “List of Toxic Substances” title to 
Schedule 1; do not create two Parts to Sch. 
1; any substance in schedule should be 
eligible for full risk management (e.g., bans, 
substitution, etc.)

¨Retain virtual elimination; make it focus on 
elimination of substances not releases below 
level of quantification  
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What Should Be Done? (cont.)

¨Make PPP mandatory for all Sch. 1 
substances

¨Strictly limit use of pollution abatement 
measures as substitutes for PPP

¨Make substitution central focus of CEPA
¨Clarify RTHE and make enforceable by 

removing barriers to existing remedy 
authority
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What Should Be Done? (cont.)

¨Make testing mandatory where available 
information inadequate to determine if 
substance toxic, or capable of becoming 
toxic

¨Develop legally binding and enforceable 
national ambient air quality standards for 
selected Sch. 1 toxic substances (e.g., lead) 
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Conclusions

¨Bill S-5: (1) focuses on housekeeping 
measures, instead of robust changes; (2) 
proposes to fix what is not broken in CEPA; 
and (3) does not correct what is not working 
in the Act

¨Canadian public should not have to wait 
another 20 years to fix in 2040 what is long 
overdue for reform today



Additional Resources
¨ CELA, Submissions to the House of Commons 

Standing Committee on Environment and 
Sustainable Development on Bill S-5, An Act to 
Amend the Canadian Environmental Protection 
Act, 1999, etc. (September 2022)

CELA, Proposed Amendments Submitted to the 
House of Commons Standing Committee on 
Environment and Sustainable Development on Bill S-
5, An Act to Amend the Canadian Environmental 
Protection Act, 1999, etc.  (September 2022) 
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https://cela.ca/submissions-on-bill-s-5-an-act-to-amend-the-canadian-environmental-protection-act/
https://cela.ca/wp-content/uploads/2022/10/Bill_S-5_HC-_amendments-Sept_2022.pdf


Additional Resources (cont.)
¨ CELA, Blog: Bill S-5 Blues – Parliamentary 

Consideration of Toxics Law Amendments – A 
Chronicle of the Debacle in the Senate (June 2022)

¨ Nature Canada-CELA, Where’s the Protection? A 
Webinar Series on the Review and Reform of the 
Canadian Environment Protection Act (September-
October 2022)

¨ Reforming the Canadian Environmental Protection 
Act (Past submissions and webinar recordings for 
reforming CEPA)
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https://cela.ca/blog-bill-s-5-blues-parliamentary-consideration-of-toxics-law-amendments/
https://cela.ca/wheres-the-protection-webinar-series-cepa/
https://cela.ca/law-reform-reforming-the-canadian-environmental-protection-act/

